




Fundamental Study on Lighting for Better Seei ng (Part 9) 
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L=玄(ρi. Ei )………(2) 
{旦し.ρi 当該する視対象物の光源(i)による反射
特性値



























P圃 exp (-1.l8 1. V + 1.827 ) 
r --0.997 
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Based on the "Fundamental Study on Lighting for Better Seeing .， which I have conducted previously， I have ex. 
amined the method of designing on the task lighting environment of better quality from the viewpoint of better seeing 
of visual objects 
As a result， itis revealed that the qualitative improvement of lighting for better seeing can be realized by the follow-
ing methodマ
(1) The basis will be the standard visual acuity curves， which show the relationships of three factors related to 
visual perception : Size of visual object. contrast. and background luminance， inthreshold conditions (Fig. 5)‘ 
(2) When background luminance is not uniform， itwil be adjusted to achieve the sam♀ visual easiness as in the 
case where uniform background luminance exists (Fig. 7) 
(3) The influence of high-luminance light source to the visual perception threshold wil be expressed on the standard 
visual acuity curves as chang巴sin background luminance and contrast. To put it di行erently，the luminance of veiling 
light based on high-luminance light source is considered to have overlapped the originalluminance of the visual object. 
(Fig.6) 
(4) Letters -generally found visual objects -wil be replaced with Landolt's Ring visual targets which have equal 
visual perception thresholds. Other visual objects shall also be substituted for equivalent Landolt's Ring visual targets， 
in accordance with the visual angle occupi巴dby detailed parts which require visual perception (Fig. 4)
(5) In designing lighting for general 0伍ceswhere visual objects cannot be speci自ed.the standard visual evaluation 
chart (sentences or 8-stroke Chinese characters printed in black ink using 8-point Ming-style type on mediumquality 
paper)， which is considered the most ordinary visual object， wil be used for the evaluation of the lighting design巴d
roo口1
(6) Installation position and luminous distribution characteristics of the light source wil be determined 
(7) The background luminance and contrast of the visual object in the visual work position wil be determined from 
the condition of light source， the reflection factor of the visual object， and angle of visual line (tilt angle 30・forvisual 
object) (Fig 3) 
(8) The apparent background luminance and contrast of the visual object wil b巴obtained，by adding the veil caused 
by the veiling light to the above-mentioned background luminance and contrast 
(l4) 
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(9) On the standard visual acuity curve， the background luminance wil be determined at which the Landolt's Ring 
visual targets equivalent to the visual object reach the visual perception threshold， given the above-mentioned appar守
ent contrast. The visual easiness evaluation value can then b巴obtainedon the equation (5)， by substituting the magni-
f戸時 powerof the above-mentioned apparent background luminance by the standard of that background luminance 
(10) If th巴visualeasiness evaluation value di仔"ersfrom the target value， necessary adjustment wil be made by in-
creasing / decreasing luminous fiux of the light source while preventing remarkable difference in the luminous distribu-
tion characteristics of the light source， so that the prescribed visual easiness evaluation value田口 beobtained 
8ased on the findings described above， qualitative lighting design is tried for better seeing in the concrete room， and 
it is indicated that energy-saving Iighting design with improved quality is possible， in contrast to the conventional 
lighting design on illuminance 
(15) 
